NATURE’S BOUNTY

CROWN POINT AND VISTA HOUSE OVERLOOKING THE COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE
LARRY GEDDIS / GEDDISPHOTO.COM

A temperate climate, ample rainfall, and countless valleys
with unique growing conditions make the Central Cascades an
omnivore’s delight, renowned for its locally grown organic fruit,
nuts, and wine, its wild mushrooms, and salmon runs.
“When I worked as a chef in New York City we flew morels in
from Oregon. But when I relocated to Hood River, a scruffylooking forager came knocking on my door with fresh boletus,
chanterelles, and morels. This was a turning point for me. I
started connecting with local farmers, ranchers, and fishermen from the coast. Now I have a menu that comes from the
immediate region. It’s dependent upon what my farmers drop
off, and I rewrite the menu accordingly—sometimes daily. We
know the people who grow our food, and that’s the ultimate
connection to the land.”

MOUNTAIN MAN
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Hike the Pacific Crest National Scenic
Trail through this rugged, high alpine
terrain named for the many mountain
goats that reside here.
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WILLIAM L. FINLEY
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
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Visit www.TheCentralCascades.com to learn more about
geotourism in the Central Cascades region.
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Miles and miles of well-maintained
mountain bike trails for all levels and
a strong biking culture have earned
Oakridge the nickname “Mountain Bike
Capital of the Northwest.”
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Brewers Union Local 180
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Covered Bridges of
South Douglas County
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ROGUE-UMPQUA

Oregon’s oldest continuously
operated hotel and former place
of refuge for Jack London and
Clark Gable, among others.
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Rogue River
Natural Bridge
T
2NF D

Spend the night at this 1880s bed
and breakfast that once hosted
notables such as President Theodore
Roosevelt, John Muir, and Jack
London. Savor a juicy prime rib or
linger over a glass of Oregon wine at
the elegant Dinner House restaurant.
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#QDRBDMS Big Tree
A distinguished member of Oregon’s
Heritage Tree program, centuries-old
“Big Tree” is the state’s largest ponderosa pine, standing 162 feet tall and
measuring nearly 29 feet around.
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Museum
Natural or scenic area
Other point of interest

Watch a gripping movie on the pioneers,
examine an authentic covered wagon,
and view artifacts that bring to life the
hardships and brawn of 19th-century
emigrants on the southern route of
the Oregon Trail, also known as the
Applegate Trail.
2NFTD
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CRATER LAKE
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Collier Memorial State Park and
Logging Museum

62

Geologists say Crater Lake (the world’s
seventh deepest at 1,943 feet) was the
result of a volcanic eruption. Klamath
Indians have a better story: that it was
created during a momentous battle
between Gmok’am’c, the Creator, and
Monadakni, Spirit Chief of the below
world, after a maiden named Loha
rebuffed Monadakni’s offer of marriage.

Take a self-guided tour of the vast
outdoor logging museum, wander
through the log cabin pioneer village,
or arrive on horseback and pitch
your tent at the horse camp.
F R E M O N T-

ROGUE RIVER
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Crater Lake
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Jo's Organic Deli & Grocery
#@AHMR LNSDK B@LOFQNTMC @MC NQF@MHB
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geotourism (n): Tourism
that sustains or enhances the
geographical character of a
place—its environment, culture,
aesthetics, heritage, and the
well-being of its residents.

CLIMBER ON SUMMIT OF MOUNT HOOD, OREGON, AT SUNRISE
PETER MARBACH

Historic trail

Scenic Byway
Wilderness
National Wild
and Scenic River

Jacksonville
The Jacksonville Museum, interactive
Children’s Museum, trolley tours, and
streets lined with well-preserved 1800sera homes and shops offer a glimpse of
this gold rush boomtown’s past.

SCALE 1:746,032
10

0 mi
0 km

10
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Yamsi Ranch

FOREST
Peruse the interpretive
exhibits, watch the miller
grind grain, or pick up some
stone-ground pancake mix at
the General Store of the last
commercial water-powered
flour mill in Oregon.
(NV@QC 0Q@HQHD
,@JD
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MOUNTAIN LAKES

one reason this picturesque small
! just
town has won accolades for its cultural
richness—there are more than 100
restaurants, 20-plus galleries, boutiquestyle shops, and live music for every age
and taste.
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The Oregon Shakespeare Festival is

DATA SOURCES: NASA EARTH OBSERVATORY;
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY LANDSCAN
2007™/UT-BATTELLE, LLC; UMD GLOBAL LAND
COVER CLASSIFICATION AND MODIS VEGETATION
CONTINUOUS FIELDS, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
GLOBAL LAND COVER FACILITY; SRTM DATA,
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR TROPICAL
AGRICULTURE; US BUREAU OF THE CENSUS;
WORLD DATABASE ON PROTECTED AREAS (WDPA)
ANNUAL RELEASE 2009
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Butte Creek Mill

This family owned ranch and fly-fishing
destination is known for its forest and
riverbank restoration work as well as for
sustainable cattle management. Wake
up to a country-style breakfast and learn
how this innovative ranch manages the
land to improve pasture, restore the
environment, and create some of the
best fly-fishing habitat in the West.

UPPER KLAMATH
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Annual Return of C’waam Ceremony
Klamath Tribes Restoration Celebration
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Table Rocks

Rogue Creamery
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National Scenic Byway
or All-American Road
National Scenic Trail
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PACIFIC CREST NATIONAL SCENIC TRAIL
Spanning 2,650 miles from Mexico to Canada, this hiking and
equestrian trail cuts through Oregon and Washington along
dramatic ridges and valleys of the Cascades. Trek through Crater
Lake National Park, Warm Springs Indian Reservation, and down
into the Columbia River Gorge. Hike the incline back up to Mount
Adams, crossing Goat Rocks Wilderness, rounding Mount Rainier
before continuing northward.

Festivals and Events
Red Wine and Chocolate Yakima, WA (February). Festival-goers tour more than
70 wineries in the Yakima Valley, tasting chocolate paired with wines.
www.visityakima.com
Annual Return of C’waam Ceremony Chiloquin, OR (March). Native American
ceremony held to celebrate the return of the C’waam (Lost River Sucker) to the
Sprague River. www.klamathtribes.org
McKenzie River Wooden Boat Festival Vida, OR (April). Festival and parade of
historic and modern wooden drift boats. www.mckenziedriftboat.com
Procession of the Species Celebration Olympia, WA (April). A vibrant Earth Day
celebration combining music, art, and dance with more than 3,000 participants.
www.procession.org
Hulda Klager Lilac Festival Woodland, WA (April and May). Set in the gardens
of a 19th-century farmhouse, this festival is dedicated to the fragrant lilacs of the
area. www.lilacgardens.com
First Friday in Downtown Hood River Hood River, OR (April through December).
Downtown art walk with open galleries, restaurants, and street performers.
www.hoodriver.org
Pole Pedal Paddle Mount Bachelor to Bend, OR (May). This multi-sport race draws
over 3,000 participants and includes skiing, cycling, running, and boating.
www.mbsef.org/events/ppp
Bohemia Mining Days Cottage Grove, OR (July). Annual festival since 1959,
focused on the area’s mining history. Includes a carnival, rodeo, and parades.
www.bohemiaminingdays.org
Sisters Outdoor Quilt Show Sisters, OR (July). The world’s largest outdoor quilt
show, where more than 1,200 quilts are hung from buildings and balconies for a
day. www.sistersoutdoorquiltshow.org
Cascade Cycling Classic Bend, OR (late July). An elite professional cycling race
run in stages. www.mbsef.org/CascadeCyclingClassic
The Oregon Jamboree in Sweet Home Sweet Home, OR (late July). Top country
music stars perform at this three-day festival with 1,700 campsites available to
participants. www.oregonjamboree.com
Ride Around Mount Rainier in One Day (RAMROD) Enumclaw, WA (late July). Annual cycling race to benefit the Washington national parks—one mountain, more
than 150 miles, 800 riders, 10,000 feet of climbing. www.redmondcyclingclub.org
Mt. Bike Oregon Oakridge, OR (July and August). A biannual event for cyclists
to enjoy three days of supported rides on well-maintained trails.
www.mtbikeoregon.com
Edgeﬁeld Concerts on the Lawn Troutdale, OR (July through September). A venue
for outdoor concerts where patrons enjoy music on the lawn. Food and beverages
available for purchase. www.edgeﬁeldconcerts.com
Bigfoot Bash and Bounty Carson, WA (August). Bigfoot-focused festival that
includes a beer garden, speakers, live music, a Bigfoot hunt, and a carnival for kids.
www.bigfootbashandbounty.com
In the Spirit: Northwest Native Arts Market & Festival Tacoma, WA (August).
Native American festival and art market featuring Native singers, dance groups,
food, and juried art. Free and outdoors in downtown Tacoma.
www.washingtonhistory.org/artsfestival
Vancouver Wine and Jazz Festival Vancouver, WA (August). An outdoor event that
includes more than 250 wines, fine arts, and live jazz and blues music.
www.vancouverwinejazz.com
Klamath Tribes Annual Restoration Celebration Chiloquin, OR (late August). This
celebration of the reunification of the Klamath tribes includes a powwow, vendors,
rodeo, and food. www.klamathtribes.org
Mt. Hood Huckleberry Festival & Barlow Trail Days Brightwood, OR (weekend
before Labor Day). Festival devoted to huckleberries of the region, originally started
in 1890. Includes music, dance, and storytelling. cgs-mthood.tripod.com/huck_festival.htm
Sisters Folk Festival Sisters, OR (weekend after Labor Day). American roots music
festival featuring folk, blues, and bluegrass in an outdoor venue.
www.sistersfolkfestival.org
Rainier Mountain Festival Ashford, WA (September). Outdoor picnic where visitors
can meet famous mountaineers at the base of Mount Rainier. www.visitrainier.com
BirdFest and Bluegrass Ridgefield National Wildlife Refuge, WA (October). Sandhill
crane migration celebration includes walking tours, Cathlapotle Plank House
salmon bake, and bluegrass jamming. www.RidgeﬁeldFriends.org
The Canyonville Pumpkin and Music Celebration Canyonville, OR (October). This
festival includes a giant pumpkin weigh-in, hay rides, a classic car show, dancing,
and a beer garden. www.canyonvillepumpkinfestival.com
HARVESTING TRADITIONAL ROOTS, WARM SPRINGS, OR
PETER MARBACH
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Festival or event

Rogue National
Wild and Scenic
River

2NFT
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Map Key
Historic site
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The Applegate Trail Interpretive Center
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Typical Central Cascades weather is
anything but typical—the mountains
serve as a divide between a mild,
wet, maritime climate on the west
side, and a drier, sunnier climate with
greater daily temperature ranges to
the east. Either way, whether at work
or play, always prepare for rain, dress
in layers, and be ready with a “plan B.”
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Prospect Historic Hotel

Wolf Creek Inn
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The Canyonville Pumpkin
and Music Celebration
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Start at the Applegate Trail kiosk in
Pioneer Park and take the walking
tour of Oregon’s third oldest town and
former hub for emigrant families.
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Historic Canyonville
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Peruse period photos of this former
Southern Pacific train depot’s heyday
as you kick back a creatively named
Derail Ale or Terminator Stout.
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OREGON CASCADES BIRDING TRAIL
Self-guided auto tours along more
than 1,200 miles of highways where
you might spot bald eagles, great blue
herons, ospreys, northern goshawks, or
hundreds of other bird species.
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Roseburg Station Pub and Brewery
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WARM SPRINGS
Camp in a teepee, ride horseback through the desert, or accelerate down a 184-foot slide into the Olympic-sized hot springs
mineral pool at Kah-Nee-Ta High Desert Resort & Casino.
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Deschutes National
Wild and Scenic
River
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After a long day on the trails, enjoy handcrafted ale at this friendly pub and brewery.
$@UHR ,@JD
Chat with locals and learn about the area’s
transition from timber town to geotourism
/CDKK
venue. Or find a quiet spot for a pot of tea
,@JD
and a good read in the cozy front parlor.
DIAMOND PEAK
Either way, you’re welcome right up to
WILDERNESS #QDRBDMS #QDDJ .@SHNM@K
the last orders bell.
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North Umpqua National
Wild and Scenic River
7NQKC BK@RR VGHSDV@SDQ Q@ESHMF
@MC RSDDKGD@C EHRGHMF

Colliding
Rivers
Viewpoint
138

Burgers made from locally raised
organic beef. Saffron steak stir-fry
seasoned with saffron grown on the
property. Step inside this refurbished
German sausage trailer for these and
other freshly prepared specialties.
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RoadRunners Roadside Café
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Inhale the crisp scent of evergreen and
feel the handlebars vibrate beneath you
as you pedal along this trail designated
as an Epic Ride by the International
Mountain Bicycling Association.
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Spend the afternoon fly fishing on the
North Umpqua River and then soothe your
muscles with a massage in your riverside
suite or cabin. Gather with fellow guests
for an aperitif in the library, followed by
a meticulously prepared evening dinner

/@JK@MC
hosted by the innkeepers.
3TSGDQKHM

North Umpqua National Recreation Trail

Cascade Cycling
Classic
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Mt. Bike Oregon
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Steamboat Inn
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Learn about the town’s early settlers at
the Oakland Museum. Take a self-guided
walking tour of more than 90 original
homes and brick-front businesses.
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Oakland Historic District
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MOUNTAIN BIKING NEAR OAKRIDGE, OR
CHAD SAGESER
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Sisters Outdoor Quilt Show
Sisters Folk Festival
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Bohemia
Mining Days

THREE SISTERS
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MOUNT WASHINGTON
Belknap Lodge & Hot Springs
 ES -S 7@RGHMFSNM
Manicured flower gardens
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Pitch a tent near the river, go horseback
riding along manicured trails, or cast
your fly to large rainbow trout in this
Camp Sherman
! ONOTK@Q ENQDRS BNLLTMHSX National Wild and Scenic River.
ENQ GHJHMF AHJHMF B@LOHMF @MC
EKX EHRGHMF NM SGD -DSNKHTR 2HUDQ

Clear Lake
0NOTK@Q EQDRGV@SDQ RBTA@ CHUHMF RONS

Upper McKenzie
River

58

Stop in Cottage Grove for background
and directions, then head out to explore the covered bridges, abandoned
mines, and ghost towns of this 1800s
gold rush site.

WASHINGTON and
OREGON

#@RB@CH@

20

WILD PACIFIC SALMON
Year after year the dance goes on—thousands of salmon migrate
to spawning grounds in the rivers of Washington and Oregon. On
the Columbia, Deschutes, and Klickitat Rivers, members of Native
American tribes stand on riverside scaffolds and toss nets into
the river, hoping to capture not only a major food source but a
resource that has been vital to their economy and spirituality for
thousands of years. By purchasing wild-caught salmon direct
from tribal fishermen, you help sustain a culture and an ancient
cycle of life.

Metolius River

Santiam
Wagon Road
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Bohemia Mining District

Central
Cascades
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Metolius River
Resort

overlooking the McKenzie
River.

University of Oregon
Museum of Natural
& Cultural History 'NRGDM

PUBLIC LANDS
Central Cascades residents know them well—the national parks,
national forests, wildernesses, and other public lands on which
we move and live and which are vital to the region’s economic
stability and ecological health. There exists a give-and-take: These
wide-open spaces depend on us for protection and preservation,
yet they reward our efforts with immeasurable beauty and endless
possibilities for rest and recreation.
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The Oregon Jamboree
in Sweet Home
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Lead project partners include the National Geographic Center for Sustainable
Destinations, National Geographic Maps, Travel Oregon, Washington State Tourism,
and the Central Cascades Geotourism Stewardship Council, with regional coordination provided by Sustainable Travel International, Sustainable Northwest, and Rural
Development Initiatives.
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National Geographic and the people of Oregon and Washington
present this Geotourism MapGuide to the Central Cascades.
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The stone and timber construction; the streamlike appearance of the slate floor; brick walls
97
patterned after a Klickitat basket—all the
,@JD
elements of this museum’s design reflect the 3HLSTRSTR
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MOUNT
traditions of Warm Springs tribes. Inside you
*%&&%23/.
can hear ancient songs and languages and
,@JD

JEFFERSONview Native American painting, baskets,
-DSNKHTR
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ceremonial clothing, and much more. The
#GHMNNJ
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collections rotate through the year, so
WILDERNESS
CROOKED RIVER NAT. GRASSLAND
each visit gives a fresh perspective.
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How This MapGuide Was Made
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—Randy Dreiling, Oakridge City Councilor, owner,
Oregon Adventures, Oakridge, OR
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Warm Springs
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GOAT ROCKS WILDERNESS, WA
JASON HUMMEL
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HOOD RIVER COUNTY FRUIT LOOP
Drive the 35-mile loop through rolling hills and past U-pick
orchards, and get your fill of pears, peaches, blueberries, and
more, depending on the time of year. Visit with farmers, pet
an alpaca, or buy jams and baked goods.

Enhance the value and meaning of your visit by volunteering your
time to a local cause or project while you’re in the area. Make a
financial donation to an organization that supports environmental
stewardship and community well-being in the region.

6HKK@FD

Once known as the “Wool Capital of the
West,” Shaniko is now virtually a ghost
town, with only a few dozen residents left.
Walk the streets of the Historic District
and view original buildings, including the
old schoolhouse, jail, and post office.

The Museum At Warm Springs

$DSQNHS )C@MG@
,@JD

Explore the rivers, waterfalls, forest,
and wildlife of Opal Creek Wilderness
and Bull of the Woods Wilderness.
Bring the kids for a weekend family
workshop on butterflies or mammals.

Shaniko
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Opal Creek Ancient Forest Center
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Give Back
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“I’ve been mountain biking around Oakridge since the late
1980s. After the sawmills began closing, some people here
thought that every mountain biker was a rabid environmentalist and responsible for closing the mills. You won’t see that
mentality now. I moved here in 2002 and helped promote the
town as a center of outdoor recreation. Our research showed
that the hundreds of miles of single track bicycle trails set
us apart as a tourism destination, so we’ve adopted a new
slogan—‘Mountain Bike Capital of the Northwest’.”

INDIAN

Breitenbush Hot Springs
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Book a whitewater rafting adventure or
guided fly fishing trip. Hop on horseback
and ride the abandoned rail trail along
the Deschutes River.
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Maupin
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WARM SPRINGS
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Explore the area by getting out into it—try walking, cycling, or taking
public transportation for a portion of your travels. Rent fuel-efficient
or hybrid vehicles when a car is necessary. For additional traveler
tips and tools for offsetting your carbon footprint, visit www.sustainabletravelinternational.org.

BULL OF THE WOODS
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Bagby Hot
Springs
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Help conserve the natural resources you’ve come to visit by following
the principles of reduce, reuse, and recycle. Support tour operators,
outfitters, and service providers that incorporate green practices in
their operations.

TABLE ROCK
WILDERNESS
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—Colleen Schafroth, Executive Director, Maryhill Museum
of Art, Goldendale, WA
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Mind Your Resources
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Visit popular places at off-peak times and travel popular itineraries in
reverse order. Seek unique experiences at lesser known attractions.
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Deschutes National
Wild and Scenic River

Mindful land stewardship, sustainable
stock raising, and education have guided
practices at this high desert ranch for
more than 135 years. Herds of cattle and
sheep roam the hills, and wildlife thrive on
more than 30,000 acres of range, forest,
lakes, and rivers. Walk through the homestead buildings, hike to Native American
sites, or visit the yarn shop.
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Reverse Your Route

BASKETT SLOUGH
N.W.R.
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View sculptures, watercolors, Native
American art, and much more in this
hilltop mansion overlooking the Columbia
River. Stroll through the gardens and look
for peacocks. Visit the Stonehenge replica
and the Klickitat County War Memorial.
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Imperial Stock Ranch
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ORCHARD NEAR MOUNT HOOD, OR
PETER MARBACH
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Raft or kayak the lovely Clackamas River
and then come back each September
and join hundreds of fellow enthusiasts
for the annual Down the River Clean Up,
a floating trash removal effort to keep
the watershed clean.
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You might find the eye-catching
N A T I O N A L
red-and-white checkered exterior of
this local icon as memorable as their 2N@QHMF .@SHNM@K
mouthwatering, extra large fritters 7HKC @MC 3BDMHB 2HUDQ

-NK@KK@ and warm maple bars.
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Maryhill Museum of Art


4XFG
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“Seattle businessman Samuel Hill first purchased 240
acres of land overlooking the Columbia River more than
100 years ago to create a Quaker farming community in
what he described as ‘the most beautiful country I have ever
seen.’ Today Hill’s land is home to his ultimate dream: the
Maryhill Museum of Art. The Museum still manages Hill’s
ranch, where visitors can see grazing cattle, hay fields,
orchards, and vineyards, as well as masterworks of art from
around the globe.”
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Clackamas National Wild and Scenic River
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Copyright © 2009 National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.
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Respect Local Cultures



Joe’s Donuts
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Stroll through the art gallery, sign up for a RBG
TS
writing, acting, or painting class, or spend
DR
an evening at the theater or a folk concert.
Dance, visual arts, music, and other art
forms abound here throughout the year.
$TETQ 

WILDERNESS

Take a walking tour of vibrant murals
painted by local artisans and found
on buildings and panels throughout
the community.
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Dreamers have long been drawn to the Pacific Northwest
by open lands and open minds. Many stay, inspired by the
scenery and the region’s receptiveness to new ideas.
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Stand amidst acres of purple flowers and
inhale the calming aroma. Pick your own
M T. H O O D
4 (
plants, tour the distillery, and purchase
MT. HOOD WILDERNESS
//$ 3#%.)# "97!9
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luxury bath products made on site.
Mt. Hood Roasters
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The Murals of Estacada
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Mt. Hood
Huckleberry Festival &
3@MCX  Barlow Trail Days
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Cascade Huts
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Hood River Lavender Farms
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Support the true regional character you’ve come to see by consciously
spending your time and money at local businesses with local employees,
who offer locally produced food and products, handicrafts, and art. Your
dollars will benefit the region and also help communities preserve
traditions and protect natural resources.
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LOCAL VISIONARIES
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Columbia Center for the Arts
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Hood River County
Fruit Loop
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MARK O. HATFIELD

Edgeﬁeld Concerts
on the Lawn
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Shop Local
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SKIER ON KAUTZ GLACIER, WA
JASON HUMMEL
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First Friday in Downtown
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Hood River
Bigfoot Bash
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Goldendale Observatory
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Cherry Wood
Bed Breakfast and Barn
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White Salmon National
Wild and Scenic River
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TOPPENISH
Dubbed “Where the West Still Lives,” Toppenish reveals its dramatic
history through 70 murals, some up to 200 feet long, spread throughout the town. Hop on a horse-drawn wagon and hear a narrated tour.
Visit the Northern Pacific Rail Museum, housed in the original 1911
railroad depot; or the American Hop Museum, the nation’s only museum dedicated to the plant so vital to the country’s brewing industry.
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STEVENSON
Hit the water and let the west winds send you flying at one of the
world’s top windsurfing and kiteboarding locations. Launch your
board at Bob’s Beach or watch the professionals showcase their
9! - ( ) , ,
stunts at the Hatch, a popular gathering spot on the river. At day’s
end you can soothe your muscles with a massage or just enjoy
-B-HMMUHKKD 
the Gorge views from your room at Skamania Lodge.
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Text by Tim Egan, Chris Santella, and Shelley Seale, authors; Joel Bourne, editor.
Map notes by Angela Burnford.
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Learn about local conditions and regulations before venturing out: What’s
the weather forecast? How are the roads? Are open fires permitted or camp
stoves required? Remember that many mountain roads are gravel or singlelane, and always carry tire chains during the fall, winter, and spring. Dress in
layers—it’s not uncommon to experience several seasons during the same
day. Consider hiring a local guide for challenging activities.
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Be Prepared, Stay Safe
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Keep Wildlife Wild

We gratefully acknowledge funding and technical support from Travel Oregon,
Washington State Tourism, U.S. Forest Service-Pacific Northwest Region, Bureau of
Land Management Oregon State Office, Oregon Cultural Trust, Clackamas County
Tourism Development Council, Washington Department of Fish and WIldlife, Central
Oregon Visitors Association, Southern Oregon Visitors Association, Greater Portland
Regional Partners, Travel Lane County, and the Columbia River Gorge Visitors
Association.

Vancouver Wine
and Jazz Festival
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Help protect this region’s abundant wildlife. Maintain a respectful distance,
use binoculars and telephoto lenses, refrain from feeding wild animals, and
protect wildlife and your food by securely storing your meals and trash,
especially when camping.

Beacon Rock
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 ENNS S@KK UNKB@MHB BNQD ENQ I@V CQNOOHMF
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The people of the Central Cascades laid the foundation of this
MapGuide by nominating and telling the story of more than
1,100 important and authentic places that they would like to
share with you. Sites for the map were selected by the Central
Cascades Geotourism Stewardship Council, a diverse alliance
formed to engage visitors and residents in strategies that
sustain and enhance the special qualities of this place.

"QTRG 0Q@HQHD
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Follow all principles of the Leave No Trace program—from preparation to
preservation to respect for wildlife and others. Minimize your impact for
the good of everyone. For Leave No Trace tips and ethics, please visit
www.lnt.org.
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Leave No Trace
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A modern cantilevered bridge spans
the Columbia near where a natural
stone bridge once stood and eventually fell, creating Cascade Rapids
and, according to Native American
mythology, revealing the majesty and
wrath of the Great Spirit.
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REFUGE
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Follow advisories and regulations when visiting protected areas (such as
staying on established trails), and respect the rights of private landowners.
Remember the usage fees you pay support local management programs and
conservation efforts necessary to protect and maintain these areas.

Be aware that you may encounter cultural differences. Research local
customs, social norms, and environmental issues before you arrive,
especially when visiting tribal reservations.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE

—Kyle Miller, professional snowboarder, ski mountaineer,
photographer, Kent, WA
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Bridge of the Gods



RIDGEFIELD
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KITEBOARDING, COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE
RICHARD HALLMAN

Honor Protected Areas

9@BNKS

'KDMVNNC

Attend a boat-building workshop
H
and get started on your own canoe,
HQ
Q@
kayak, or rowboat with the help of
0CONBOY
R
F O R E S T owner and master craftsman Ray
L@
,DLDH 2NBJ Klebba. Or order your own custom- # @ LAKE
 ES
N.W.R.
  L built boat if you’re short on time.
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3S (DKDMR

White Salmon Boatworks

INDIAN
HEAVEN
WILDERNESS
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Geotourism is a way for people to explore and experience new environments
and cultures that leaves them unspoiled for future generations. In the Central
Cascades of Washington and Oregon, where breathtaking beauty can be
found at every turn, we strive to promote the principles of geotourism every
day. So as you take your journey to some of the most captivating places on
Earth, we hope that you not only will be enriched by the experience but will
be inspired to conserve and protect it—so you and all those who follow can
enjoy it time and again.

TRAPPER
CREEK
WILDERNESS

Hulda Klager
Lilac Festival
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“My snowboard has taken me through the Central Cascades
from numerous vantage points. The region boasts some of
the most diverse ecosystems within the United States, from
high glaciated slopes of Mount Rainier National Park down to
lush forested slopes of the Diamond Peak Wilderness. The
landscape is constantly changing and no two areas are the
same. Mount Washington and the Three Sisters Wilderness
are only separated by 20 miles, yet they seem like completely different worlds.”

22
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Encounter aviation, military, and trade history
at this vast complex. Watch a demonstration in
the blacksmith shop, carpenter shop, or kitchen
of an 1800s British settlement. Wander through
homes of the elite on tree-lined Officers Row.
View World War I and II aircraft, the world’s first
bomber, and other relics of aviation history at
the Pearson Air Museum.
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Sustainable Travel Tips
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Fort Vancouver National Historic Site
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Dee Creek Farm
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Hear the whir of water-powered belts,
pulleys, and millstones inside a riverside mill that has been grinding wheat,
corn, and other grains since 1876.

Red Wine and Chocolate
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The Cedar Creek Grist Mill

Pick your own cherries and apples at
this 25-acre orchard that has been
growing and selling fruit in the heart
of Yakima for more than a century.

12

The remote and wild forests of the
Cascades lend themselves to myth
and legend, including that of the
elusive ape-like creature reported to
wander the Pacific Northwest, leaving
enormous footprints for which it is
named. Most scientists consider
Bigfoot folklore, but you might hear
a different story from locals.
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MONUMENT

Huckleberry Fields

Pick up a Forest Service map
showing the growing areas of
these sweet purple berries, which
+DKRN have been harvested by Native
,NMFUHDV 
Americans for thousands of years.
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MOUNT ST. HELENS
 (7
9

—Cory Roesler, kiteboarding pioneer, Hood River, OR
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TRIBAL FISHING ON KLICKITAT RIVER, WA
PETER MARBACH
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TEEPEE AT KAH-NEE-TA HIGH DESERT RESORT, OR
PETER MARBACH
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Journey through time at this
museum, set on the present-day
reservation, and see life-size replicas
of dwellings, hear Yakama narratives !
and music, and encounter “The
Great Native American Leaders”
in mannequin form.
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“When I came to the Columbia Gorge with my dad in the
mid-1980s, the place was booming with windsurfers who
had moved here for the steady winds. We were into sailing
fast. Dad hypothesized that you could sail 40 knots in 10
knots of wind on a hydrofoil pulled by a big kite. Soon after,
kiteboards were born. And they were fast! I’d go blazing down
the Gorge, the only kiter among hundreds of windsurfers. On
a kiteboard you control so much power, yet you feel light and
maneuverable. With a flick of the wrist, you can explode out
of the water.”

821

Yakama Nation Museum and
Cultural Heritage Center

7 ! 3 ( ) . ' 4 / .

Beginners and experienced climbers
alike can summit the 8,366-foot active volcano for spectacular views of
the caldera and mountains beyond.
Though strenuous, the climb is not
technical and usually takes 7 to 12 'QDDM
hours round-trip. Permits required.
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Climb Mount St. Helens
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NORTHWEST TREK
Ride the tram through this 723-acre park to see bison, bighorn
sheep, elk, and woodland caribou. Follow the forested trails on
foot to view grizzlies, wolves, and bobcats. Take the kids to the
interactive Cheney Family Discovery Center.
#
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Goat Rocks Wilderness
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Recycled Spirits of Iron
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Come in the winter months and see
up to 1,200 elk feed on hay provided
by the Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife.
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Oak Creek Wildlife Area
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Rainier Mountain
Festival
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Fifteen miles of scenic river perfect
for fly fishing, river rafting, or viewing
2,000-foot canyon walls that house
nesting hawks, eagles, and falcons.
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Yakima River Canyon
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From rushing rivers and perpetually snow-clad peaks, to the
howling winds of the Columbia River Gorge, the topography
of the Central Cascades provides the perfect playground for
both adrenaline junkies and those with a taste for adventure.
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Mount Tahoma Trails
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MALE ROOSEVELT ELK
JOSEPH BECKER / ALAMY

—Tim Egan, author
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ADVENTUROUS
SPIRITS
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Hop on the Rainier Express chairlift and
hop off at Washington’s highest restaurant
(6,872 feet) at the Crystal Mountain ski
resort, where you can have your butternut
squash ravioli with a complimentary view of
the Cascades. Mountain biking, horseback
riding, and other outdoor recreation are
available year-round.
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Northwest Trek
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Restored early 1900s buildings now
house City Hall, an antiques mall, and a
railroad depot in this century-old district
where stagecoaches once traveled. Tower
Avenue is lined with antique shops, a
landmark hotel, historic theater, and eateries plus a weekly farmers’ market.
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Crystal Mountain Summit House
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Wolf Haven International
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Huge variety of vegetables and
fruits available on this six-acre
certified organic farm in the lush
Nisqually Valley. U-pick strawberries,
raspberries, and pumpkins.
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ORGANIC PRODUCE AT FARMERS’ MARKET, EUGENE, OR
STOCK CONNECTION BLUE / ALAMY

—Mike Peroni, owner, Boistfort Valley Farm,
Curtis, WA
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Nisqually River
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Wapiti Woolies
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Pigman’s Organic Produce Patch
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NISQUALLY
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Historic Downtown Centralia
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 Ride Around Mount Rainier
in One Day (RAMROD)

@Q

Mounds upon mounds, most six to
eight feet tall, are spread uniformly
across hundreds of acres of prairie,
creating an otherworldly effect. Their
origins are unknown. Follow the interpretive trail and ponder the mysterious
landscape for yourself.
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In the Spirit: Northwest Native
2DRDQUNHQ
MUCKLESHOOT
Arts Market and Festival



Longhouse Education
and Cultural Center NISQUALLY N.W.R.
Procession of the Species
Celebration
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Mima Mounds Natural Area Preserve

ater is the master architect of
the Central Cascades. Much
of it is frozen, seemingly eternal, locked up in glaciers hugging the
0@BHEHB
/BD@M
sides of volcanoes—Rainier, Adams,
St. Helens, Hood, Jefferson, the Sisters,
and the caldera of Crater Lake. The high
peaks, reaching more than 14,000 feet in
Rainier’s case, block storms from the Pacific,
catching clouds in the great swath of temperate rain
forests that covers their lower slopes. When the snow
melts, it feeds rivers where salmon with a genetic code
dating to the last ice age find places to spawn and die.
On the west side, it can rain more than 100 inches a
year. But east of the Cascade curtain, the land is open
and treeless in parts, as dry in some years as Arizona.
The mountains are young, still forming, as evidenced
by the rumblings of St. Helens. Only one river has ever
smashed through the spine of the Cascades—the mighty
Columbia, draining an area nearly the size of France, and
emptying more water into the Pacific than any in the
Western Hemisphere. Through the gorge carved by this
“River of the West” come high winds, desert heat, and
water newly released by a mountain range that every day
lives up to its name.
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Year-round bird-watching at
more than 100 sites. Explore the
Southwest Loop and the Sun and
Sage Loop, and see over 200
S N O Q U A L M I E species: yellow warbler in spring,
peregrine falcon in summer,
ruffed grouse in fall, trumpeter
swan in winter.
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“Boistfort Valley Farm is an example of one of the fastest
growing trends in American agriculture today. Rather than
a large industrial operation, it’s a small farm where we are
intimately involved in growing and selling certified organic
produce directly to the public through farmers’ markets and
our Community Supported Agriculture (C.S.A.). We purchased
the farm in 2002, cleared it of blackberries, and resurrected
its fields. We now grow more than 120 varieties of fruits and
vegetables that are delivered to communities from Chehalis to
Seattle, connecting consumers with the source of their food.”
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Land Carved
by Water
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Fresh produce, meats, breads, and
more, direct from community farms,
April through December. Large
covered area and stage, art and live
music, and food concessions.
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Olympia Farmers’ Market
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Wander the Hall of Seven Inlets and
hear the tribal legends of these “People
of the Water,” whose ancestral territory
reached from the sea to the Cascades.
View artifacts found at the ancient Eld
Inlet or watch a traditional drumming
performance.
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—Ben Stenn, Chef and Managing Partner, Celilo
Restaurant, Hood River, OR
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Squaxin Island Museum

“The Cascade Mountains of our Pacific Northwest
have been compared to the Swiss Alps. However,
the Cascades are higher, more glaciated, and cover
a larger area. Both are beautiful examples of the
natural world and deserve to be kept as natural as
possible so that future generations can enjoy the
wildlife, wilderness, and the silence of the upper
air. It is in the wild places—in the damp, clean air
of an ancient forest, on a heaving ocean in unpredictable winds, on a snowy summit at the top of
the world—that I enter my own personal cathedral
and know where I fit in the vastness of creation.”
—Jim Whittaker, the ﬁrst American to
summit Mt. Everest, Ashford, WA

The Native Americans of the Pacific Northwest share a rich
tapestry of traditions shaped by different terrains and cultures, and bound together by salmon and other natural foods,
a spirit of determination, and a close connection to the land.
“One thing I loved about growing up on the Warm Springs
Reservation was the simplicity of life. There was a wonderful
sense of time and place. I recall my grandparents taking me
to the lava beds in the Cascades, the caldera near Bend,
the headwaters of the Metolius. These were markers for my
tribespeople, each one with a story that my grandparents
loved to impart. For us, the mountains are not rocks but
houses for the people that lived and walked the earth before
humans arrived, now sleeping in their lodges. We believe that
the land holds a life force unto itself.”
—Elizabeth Woody, poet, writer, and artist, Portland, OR

“This area has ancient culture and traditions that date back
to 10,000-year-old spear points found in Wenatchee. The land
was abundant in natural resources such as berries, roots,
wild game, and salmon from the Columbia River, where tribes
have fished for thousands of years and continue to do so
today. The tribes believed the land was sacred; that if Mother
Earth were respected and cared for, the people’s needs would
be met. Although today the tribes have modern businesses,
this reverence for the land and its protection for future
generations remains important.”
—Michael Marchand, member of the Tribal Council of
Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, Omak, WA
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Mount Rainier to Mount St. Helens
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Mount Rainier Glaciers
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Henry M. Jackson
Memorial Visitor Center
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Coldwater Lake
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Forest Learning Center

AVALANCHE LILIES IN FRONT OF MOUNT RAINIER, WA
DON GEYER

FISHING ON SPARKS LAKE, OR
WARREN MORGAN / CORBIS

Spirit Lake

Mt.
Rainier

Map Key
Historic site
Museum

Mt. St. Helens

Mt.
Adams

Natural or scenic area
Other point of interest
Recreation

Columbia River
Gorge

National Scenic Byway
or All-American Road

Takhlakh Lake
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Oxbow Regional Park
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Philip Foster Farm National Historic Site
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Cloud Cap Inn
This restored 1889 mountainside chalet and former
inn now operates as a base
for Crag Rats, the country’s
oldest mountain search and
rescue organization.
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Barlow Road
Tollgate Maples

The Fly
Fishing Shop
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Cascade Streamwatch
Follow the ¾-mile interpretive trail
along the Salmon River at the Wildwood
Recreation Site and look through an
underwater viewing window at salmon
in their natural habitat.
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Snap on your boots and skis and take
to the slopes… even in July or August!
Mt. Hood’s Palmer Snowfield is the
country’s only lift-accessible ski area
open through the entire summer.
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Newberry National Volcanic Monument
Traverse the 1,300-year-old Big
Obsidian Flow, explore an ancient
lava tunnel, or stand at the summit
of Paulina Peak and behold the
cinder cones, crater lakes, and other
volcanic formations in the four-tofive-mile-wide caldera below.
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Bring friends and family and take to
the snowy trails in winter, or picnic
by the creek and watch the wildlife
in summertime. At day’s end, cozy
up in one of the rustic red cottages
built by rail workers in 1910 and
still frequented by engineers working on the lines.
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Crescent Creek Cottages
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“The stories that those in the Northwest share about their
communities are as compelling as the region’s amazing scenery.
It may be the voice of a third-generation Latino describing how
his family came to the Yakima Valley, or a leathery woodsman
reciting logger poetry at a local gathering. Cultural and ethnic
diversity abound, and many still earn a living in traditional
occupations such as fishing, farming, and logging. Many of
the sounds and stories of the area have been collected on a
complimentary collection of CDs called Northwest Heritage
Tours. As you drive through the region you can listen to local
storytellers describe their communities and culture, as well as
the drumbeat of a Native American powwow, the cheers of a
rodeo crowd, or the churning of a wheat barge making its way
up the Columbia, and many more.”
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Lava Lands
High Desert Museum
Visitor Center
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The crystal clear water of Waldo Lake
makes it a perennially favorite dayhike destination. The lack of a permanent inlet to this lake makes it one of
the world’s purest—you can see 120
feet down on a calm day. Only select
motorized vessels allowed.
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TIMBERLINE LODGE
Built by hand from native timber and rock in 1937, this quintessential
ski lodge and National Historic Landmark sits at 6,000 feet on the
slopes of majestic Mt. Hood. Enjoy old-world quality and rustic elegance,
ski or snowboard the slopes, sample fresh regional cuisine, cozy up by
the fire, or stay the night in one of 70 guestrooms. The “people’s lodge”
is a Cascade classic.
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SISTERS ART SCENE
Art and small-town life are intertwined in Sisters, where a dozen
galleries feature the works of local artists in nearly every medium.
World-class musicians perform at the Sisters Folk Festival each
September, while thousands of visitors come for the Sisters Quilt
Festival each July to see quilts from around the world cover the rustic
town in a swath of fabric and color.
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the Deschutes National Forest, traveling
from lake to alpine lake enjoying this
recreational paradise with the towering
Cascade peaks as a backdrop.
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Whether you prefer a gentle drift or
would rather careen down heartthumping rapids, you can find it along
the more than 100 miles of lakes
and rivers on the Paddle Trail.
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Deschutes Paddle Trail

Cascade Lakes Scenic Byway
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Stroll down the Deschutes River boardwalk, wander through shops, or linger
over dinner in the Old Mill District, a
downtown complex that was once one
of the world’s largest sawmills. Explore
your creative side through workshops and
classes at Arts Central Station, housed
in the 1911 train depot that was moved
brick by brick to its current location.

Named for three peaks that rise
above 10,000 feet (the “Sisters”), this
wilderness area is Oregon’s second
largest and, with more than 260 miles
of trails, one of the most popular.
Traverse Collier Glacier, the state’s
largest. Fish for rainbow trout in
streams and creeks fed continuously
by high-elevation snow.
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Three Sisters Wilderness
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FISHING ON THE METOLIUS RIVER, OR
BRIAN O’KEEFE
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Diamond Lake
Recognized for its clear water and
plentiful trout, Diamond Lake beckons
anglers and families alike. Rent a
kayak, duke it out in bumper boats,
or take to the trails on horseback or
mountain bike.
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—Jens Lund, Folk & Traditional Arts Program Coordinator,
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission,
Olympia, WA
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Crater Lake
Nearly 8,000 years ago Mount
Mazama erupted and collapsed,
leaving a six-mile-wide caldera that
became Crater Lake, the deepest lake
in the U.S. and seventh deepest in the
world (1,943 feet). Take a boat tour,
hear talks by park rangers, or simply
gaze across the clear indigo water of
this beautiful natural wonder.
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Union Creek Resort
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Klamath Basin Birding Trail
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Marshes, woodlands, forests, and
meadows provide habitat for pelicans,
egrets, and other migratory birds. Drive
the birding trail or paddle a canoe
Steel Information Center at twilight and hear the wild evening
Park Headquarters
sounds of the wetlands.
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Bring the whole family—even the
dog—to this forested resort and
sleep in your own cabin at night while
horseback riding, mountain biking,
or fishing by day. Grab a hand-dipped
cone at the ice cream shop.
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Snowshoe around
Crater Lake
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FORGED BY
FIRE AND ICE
Massive ice age floods, dramatic volcanic eruptions,
and shifting tectonic plates all helped forge a dramatic
landscape of destruction and renewal, reaffirming for any
visitor the power of nature and geologic time.

WILDERNESS
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NATIONAL WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS
Free-flowing. Unpolluted. Primitive. Congress uses these
words to describe 203 designated National Wild and Scenic
Rivers in the U.S., 26 of which are in the Central Cascades.
They flow through canyons, old-growth forests, mountains,
and farmlands, and are recognized as vital fisheries for
Native American tribes.
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“Although grand, Timberline Lodge is not an exclusive resort.
Born out of the depths of the Great Depression and the
democratic ideals of the Works Progress Administration (W.P.A.),
Timberline is a public building, built by the people, for the people. There is a strong sense of place here, but also a purpose
of place… even a power of place. Timberline is an icon on both
the physical and the metaphysical landscapes of the Northwest.
It is a piece of living history; a symbol of hope and purpose. It
represents our closeness to nature, and our sense of adventure.
It’s everyone’s mountain home.”

CRATER LAKE, OR
ERIC STOLLER

D E S C H U T E S

N A T I O N A L

The roots of the Central Cascades run deep, from the Klamath,
Chinook, and Yakama tribes, among others who inhabited
the region for millennia, to explorers Lewis and Clark and the
pioneers who braved the Oregon Trail to carve out a better future
for themselves by farming, logging, and fishing.

—Jonathan Tullis, Director of Public Affairs,
Timberline Lodge, OR
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Terrebonne Depot Food + Drink
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Little Crater
Lake

This alpine village serves as a base for
cultural activities and snow sports yearround. Wander through the many galleries at the Mt. Hood Cultural Center
and Museum. View local works of art
or learn about volcanoes, forests, and
early exploration. Take a blacksmithing,
painting, or jewelry-making class at the
Arts Cabins Project.
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Sisters Art Scene
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Government Camp
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Timberline Summer Ski
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Proxy Falls

SISTERS QUILT SHOW, OR
GARY MILLER
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Visit the Living History Museum, walk a
portion of the old Barlow Road along the
Oregon Trail, and spend the night in the
Balch Hotel, built in 1907 and undergoing
restoration.
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Former wagon road from the valley
to the high desert, with mountains
and waterfalls along the way.

City of Dufur
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McKenzie Pass-Santiam
Pass Scenic Byway
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Hike the Salmon River National
Recreation Trail and view steelhead
trout and coho salmon along the way.
Smell the scent of an old-growth cedar,
fir, and hemlock forest. Look out for
mule deer and black bears.
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BONNEVILLE LOCK AND DAM
Tour the dam complex, hear a talk on hydropower or navigation, and
look down over the massive turbines and other working parts of the
powerhouses. Descend into an underwater chamber where viewing windows give a close-up look at salmon migrating up the fish ladder.

trade, fishing, and ceremonies among
native peoples for thousands of years. A
small, newly constructed village now stands
near the original site.
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Salmon-Huckleberry Wilderness
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construction of The Dalles Dam,
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Celilo Falls served as an epicenter for
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Look out from the stone shelter
across the surrounding lava field
to distant mountains and peaks
identified on a bronze peak finder.
Follow the interpretive trail across
the boulder-strewn lava flow.

Submersed beneath the Columbia River
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With 500-foot red rock walls rising out of the
river canyon, Smith Rock is a rock climber’s
dream. If you prefer a different pace, try
mountain biking or horseback riding along
the Crooked River, or hike to the top of
Misery Ridge and marvel at the stunning
volcanic formations. 20

Dee Wright Observatory

BADGER CREEK
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VIEW OF MIDDLE AND NORTH SISTERS FROM SOUTH SISTER, OR
HOWIE GARBER / DANITADELIMONT.COM

Smith Rock State Park
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Celilo Falls
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Celilo Park
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Witness everything Mt. Hood has to
offer—alpine meadows, waterfalls,
forests, creeks, and rocky ridges—
from the spectacular Timberline
Trail. Most people complete the
challenging 40.7-mile-long trek in
three or four days. Check for trail
closures before you hike.
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If it’s food and drink you seek, Hood River
deserves a stop. Sample award-winning
red and white wines or picnic on the
grounds of Cathedral Ridge Winery. Treat
your palate to Pacific Northwest cuisine
at Celilo Restaurant and Bar. Check
out what’s currently on tap at Full Sail
Brewing Company. Sip a glass of pinot
noir or try the pear wine at Pheasant
Valley Vineyard and Winery, Oregon’s
only organic vineyard.
J
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The Timberline Trail
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Elliot Glacier
Public House
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Experience daily life of early settlers—do
laundry with a scrubboard, grind corn, or
pack a wagon. Tour the farmhouse, barn,
and store, or watch craft demonstrations by
volunteers in period costume.
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PIERCE N.W.R.

See the “Oregon Pony,” the first steam
engine in the Pacific Northwest, at the
Historical Museum. Take a riverboat tour
on the stern-wheeler Columbia Gorge.
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Stand atop the high bluff and absorb
the panoramic views of the Columbia
River Gorge. Step inside octagonalshaped Vista House and peruse
exhibits on local history, wildlife, and
the Gorge itself.
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Crown Point
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Zigzag your way along this narrow road
above the river, through forests and past
blueberry fields, over arched bridges so
142
close to waterfalls that you can reach
St. John The Forerunner
your arm out the window and feel the
Greek Orthodox Monastery

water spray. Ride your bike or walk
+KHBJHS@S 
Bakery and gift shop stocked with Greek
'NKCDMC@KD
through tunnels and other sections that
pastries, jams and jellies, natural soaps,
Columbia Gorge Discovery Center &
have been restored as the Columbia
and much more, all handcrafted by nuns
Wasco County Historical Museum
River Highway State Trail.
and novices of the monastery.
Wander through the Discovery Center’s interac97
tive displays and learn about the many forces
that shaped the Gorge and the physical world

around it. In an adjacent wing of this vast
#DMSDQUHKKD
complex the Wasco County Historical Museum
illuminates the lives of county people past and
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Join period-dressed interpreters in early
20th-century farming activities such as
feeding livestock, grinding grain, and
weaving. Tour the farmhouse, blacksmith
shop, barn, and gardens.

Friendly Haven
Rise Farm
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Pomeroy Living History Farm
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Three Sisters to Crater Lake

MARYHILL WINERY
As sun filters through the grape arbor overhead, sip your Syrah
and survey the grassy mountains, expansive Columbia River, and
famed Columbia Valley Appellation. Ask about the story of your
wine in the tasting room, picnic, and plan ahead for a concert at
the amphitheater.
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Columbia Gorge Interpretive Center Museum
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After seeing the Gorge with your own eyes,
the Museum tells the story of millions of
years of geologic history and the people H
MC
who have inhabited this region. See the
37-foot-high fish wheel in the Grand Gallery,
walk through the replica of a trading post,
view ancient stone tools from the Cascade
Chinook people, or watch a surround sound
video on how the Gorge was formed.
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—Tim Egan, author
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Crater Lake
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Mt. Jefferson

National Park

Put in at BZ Corner in a 135-foot-deep
canyon—with family owned Zoller’s
Outdoor Odysseys, one of only ten rafting
companies holding commercial permits to
this pristine National Wild and Scenic River.
Continue with exciting rapids and calm
pools to a take out at class four Husum
Falls, ending at Northwestern Lake.
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White Salmon River Rafting
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Wilderness

WILDERNESS
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Least visited of the major Central Cascade
peaks, Mount Adams is considered the
“forgotten giant.” Wildlife, solitude, and
quiet are abundant. The steep, 1.4-mile
climb to nearby “Sleeping Beauty” peak
rewards hikers with expansive views from
an old fire lookout. Visit and learn about
the local lore of the ice caves near the
small town of Trout Lake, where permits
for summit attempts can be purchased at
the Ranger Station.
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Scenic Byway

in Washington and Oregon
wants a piece of it. To
timber towns, the forests
are their livelihoods. To the
growing recreation community, the area is a big
vertical playground. Scientists warn that biodiversity in the
brooding Cascades, with wonders
still undiscovered, needs watchful
stewardship. And those who have
been around the longest, the native
tribes, want people to know that
they’re still here, with their own view
of how to live in the arms of this
land. Urban and wild, high-tech and
ancient, that’s what I grew up with—
Stegner’s geography of hope.
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Lewis River Falls and Trail
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Mount Adams
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Columbia River Gorge Region

he great hope of
the writer Wallace
Stegner was that
0@BHEHB
people in the West /BD@M
would create a civilization
to match the setting. Certainly, Seattle and Portland,
cities full of tech-savvy urbanites
who still define themselves by their
relationship to the outdoors, are in
search of such an ideal. Within an
hour of both places are protected
wilderness areas: glaciers and
500-year-old trees and mountain
meadows that rarely experience
a human footprint. Virtually all of
the Central Cascades is publicly
owned, and at times it seems that
every one of the ten million people
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THE FORESTS OF MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK
Stand under the canopy of giant western red cedars and
Douglas firs, listen to birdsong, and experience the living
history of Mount Rainier. Old-growth groves that have persisted for a millennium provide food and shelter for wildlife
and sustain the mountain ecosystem.

The giant landslide from Mount St.
Helens’ eruption filled this lake with
forest debris, changing the water
chemistry for many years. A drifting
log mat remains on the surface today,
bearing witness to the power and
lasting effects of the 1980 blast.
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Ape Cave
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Learn about the 1980 Mount St.
Helens eruption and the resulting
recovery and reforestation efforts.
Walk through a life-size replica of a
pre-blast forest; then watch actual
eruption footage while standing inside a re-created blast zone. Sit in a
helicopter cockpit for a virtual tour
of the volcano. Let the kids climb
around the volcano playground.
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CARBON RIVER OLD-GROWTH RAIN FOREST, WA
JOHN CHAO / NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

erupted with such force that it triggered
the largest landslide in recorded history
and destroyed surrounding forests and
streams for hundreds of miles. Witness
the enduring aftermath and subsequent
regrowth for yourself—on the trails, at
visitor centers, on a climb to the crater
rim, or from a helicopter flight high
above the blast zone.

—Mark Grifﬁth, computer technician, avid outdoorsman,
Issaquah, WA
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Mount St. Helens National Volcanic
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Mt. St. Helens Visitor Center

Bring the binoculars and walk the Woods
Creek Watchable Wildlife Trail to look for
red-breasted sapsuckers, black-throated
gray warblers, and Hammond’s flycatchers.
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Woods Creek Watchable Wildlife Trail
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“For the settlers of Washington, the Cascades were a resource
to be exploited for lumber and minerals. But today they are
treasured for the bounty of outdoor opportunities they provide.
I spend almost every Saturday hiking or snowshoeing in the
mountains, and several times a year on longer backcountry
expeditions or a climb of one of the many peaks or volcanoes.
I can be in total wilderness within a 90-minute hike, and spend
a week wandering without seeing another soul. I am passionate about this precious resource, and about preserving the raw
beauty and grandeur that provide a refuge for us to wander
and explore.”
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—John Alexander, Executive Director, Klamath Bird
Observatory, Ashland, OR
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Ohanapecosh
Visitor Center
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Settle into your seat for a live drama
performance or movie showing at the
historic 1930s Roxy Theater. Watch
the ongoing restoration of the 1919
Morton Train Depot. Attend classes
and workshops at Raintree Nursery.

Ohanapecosh
Campground
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Copper Creek Inn
and Restaurant
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Trail-weary climbers and mountainretreat seekers alike find comfort
around the mammoth stone fireplaces
in the grand lobby and dining room of
this historic landmark.
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Ike Kinswa
State Park
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Paradise Inn
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Rainier
Base Camp

“The national wildlife refuges in the Klamath Basin are
renowned for bird life. In fact, they were the first refuges
established specifically to protect migratory waterfowl. Birds
are a proven bellwether of the well-being of an ecosystem, and
studies conducted here have helped illuminate successful land
management practices for sustainable natural resource use.
There are birds here year-round, but September is my favorite
time. The aspens are rustling gold, and you can see swarms of
migrant warblers in the willows, white pelicans and white-faced
ibises in the marsh, and bald eagles wheeling overhead. It
doesn’t get much better!”
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Step back into the early days of Mount
3
Rainier National Park with a visit to
Longmire Museum, located in the park’s N AT I O N A L F O R E S T
original headquarters building and
Skate Creek
former homestead of James Longmire.
N AT I O N A L F O R E S T Escape to the National Park Inn, a welcoming 25-room lodge with a restaurant
and gift shop.
NM
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Take a day trip along the Wonderland Trail
or hike its entire 93 miles, circumnavigating the mountain. Trek through forests
and meadows, along ridges and valleys.
Be prepared for oft-changing weather.

Sunrise Lodge
Visitor Center
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Wonderland Trail at
Mount Rainier National Park

MOUNT RAINIER

Longmire
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Majestic mountains, blue-ribbon trout streams, lush forested
valleys, and refuges full of wildlife draw residents and visitors
into the wild every season. Whether you prefer long backcountry
treks, or a short drive along a scenic byway to the numerous
parks, forests, and wildlife refuges, there’s a place in the
Cascades for you.

NORSE PEAK
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Transport yourself back to the heyday
of steam locomotive logging on a more
than two-hour train ride through the
foothills of Mount Rainier. Hear the train
whistle and feel the rumble of the tracks
as you pass over tall wooden trestles,
through the dense forest, and over
rushing rivers.

CLIMBING MOUNT RAINIER, WA
BEN TOBIN
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Mount Rainier Scenic Railroad
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Original stoneware, paintings, and
glassworks at this tiny gallery reflect
the spirit and natural beauty of the
Pacific Northwest.
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Ashford Creek Pottery
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Visible from car, trail, or the park
visitor center, Mount Rainier’s glaciers
stretch 35 square miles, shrouding the
14,411-foot dormant volcano. Watch
morning break upon Emmons Glacier
or hike the Carbon Glacier trail to see
one of the ice masses up close. Climbing the glaciers requires a permit.



A PLACE FOR REFUGE
AND RECREATION
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“The high Cascades display spectacular alpine scenery
carved during the ice ages by local mountain glaciers
and in the north by the Cordilleran ice sheet. Scores of
glaciers still occupy its highest parts, particularly on the
several volcanoes that rise above the range. Eruptions
across the millennia built Mts. Rainier, Adams, Jefferson,
Hood, and St. Helens, which erupts more frequently and
explosively. In its May 1980 eruption, two-thirds of a cubic
mile of the mountain slid from its top, while the shock of
its explosions leveled forests up to 18 miles away.
Despite three decades of regeneration, it remains a stunning spectacle of a volcano’s raw power.”
—Richard Waitt, U.S. Geological Survey, Cascade Volcano
Observatory, Vancouver, WA

“Some of the fissures that feed volcanic activity up and
down the Cascades also heat sub-surface water sources.
Hot springs are places where that heated water has found
its way to the surface. Humans have long found something magical about hot water bubbling out of the ground.
We find arrowheads every year around Breitenbush that
indicate native people have gathered here for centuries.
When settlers arrived in the Willamette Valley in the late
1800s, they came to the hot springs for their perceived
medicinal properties. Today, people still find a physical
and emotional healing by communing in hot springs.”
—Tom Robinson, Events and Marketing Director,
Breitenbush Hot Springs, Breitenbush, OR

